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Last ‘Distant Runner’ Test Obliterated AF Concrete Hanger

By Jim Eckles
I found this photo while rummaging through
an old hard drive looking for interesting stuff.
These people are standing on the floor of a concrete hanger that was intact just hours before. It
was intentionally destroyed on Nov. 18, 1981.
The 70-by-120 foot hanger, constructed using
five million pounds of concrete was blown up by
the Defense Nuclear Agency. Coupled with five
previous explosive tests, the program was “primarily directed at addressing the suitability of current
explosive safety quantity-distance (QD) criteria
for the hardened Air Force third-generation aircraft
shelters and adjoining runways and taxiways.”
For the last test, these lucky VIPs and reporters got to watch. Inside the hanger, a F101B
aircraft was parked and 48 MK-82 bombs were

placed in several locations - some under the wings
of the plane some in a storage profile. The bombs
added up to over 9,000 pounds of high explosives.
The test was conducted in the Queen 15 area,
very near Range Road 7. We watched from the
SW-70 optics site. One moment we could see the
hanger, then there was a huge cloud of dust and
as it settled we saw that the hanger was almost
completely gone. Only a reenforced entryway
survived.
In this photo, near the bottom right, you can
see a square hole punched through the floor which
allowed the water table to bubble into it. The hole
is where a pallet of bombs sat. The UPI reporter
wrote that the blast sent chunks of concrete flying
“nearly a quarter of a mile and blew two 95-ton
doors some 600 feet from the shelter.”

Letter To The Editor ----

Jim,
Ten maybe fifteen years ago, while talking to
my friend and former Minnesota State Patrol colleague, Don Keepers, he mentioned White Sands,
NM. Don said he served in the Army in the early
50s and was assigned to work at the White Sands
Facility. When I told him I had been in an army
field artillery “Honest John” rocket battalion he
immediately said, “you need to start getting the
newsletter from White Sands as it’s the home of
rocket development.” And he signed me up.
We didn’t know at that time that the Honest John was actually developed at the Redxtone
arsenal in Alabama. Nevertheless, I’ve been
receiving your newsletter for many years and even
though I don’t know any of the people, it’s been
most interesting reading about your work at White
Sands. I’m going to visit you after the museum is
reopened next year and look forward to learning
more about what goes on there.
Don was very proud of his army service and
spoke often of his time at White Sands. He passed
away last week at the age of 90.

I’m sending a memorial in his honor in a
separate email as his service should be recognized
along with the many others you write about.
Best wishes,
Captain James Lane (ret)
Minnesota State Patrol

In another email, Jim added this about Don
Keeprs: “This guy was a true patriot who loved
flying the flag and sharing any good news about
the military. He was always sending internet stuff,
you know the stuff. Much of it is annoying, not
Don’s, his were genuinely interesting.”
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New Training Organization Takes Up Residence At WSMR

and Experimentation Center Col. Theo Unbehagen
thanked leaders for their support. “Your support
is critical as we expand our footprint and mission
scope from what was previously special forces premission training out of Fort Bliss, to becoming the
premier irregular warfare training and experimentation center for all U.S. SOF and their partners.”
See Special Forces, page 8

By Miriam Rodriguez, WSMR PAO
The Special Operations Forces Training and
Experimentation Center at White Sands Missile
Range was formally activated as a tenant directorate on WSMR under the operational control of 1st
SFC (Airborne) during an activation ceremony
March 8 in front of the SOF-TEC Campus.
Director Special Operations Forces – Training
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WSPG/WSMR Kids Fondly Recall Life On Post
The 1950s and 60s photos in our last issue
of Hands Across History stirred some memories.
Bill Adler has sent in the recollections of three
people who were kids living at White Sands in the
50s and 60s. They will give you some idea of the
feelings early residents had for the missile range,
something that disappeared some years ago.
Bill tapped into that fondness for old White
Sands when he organized “WSMR Kids” in 1990
to bring people back for reunions. Bill was a
WSMR kid himself as his family moved to what
was then White Sands Proving Ground (WSPG) in
1956. He was in fourth grade. He may have found
it a bit ironic because he moved from central Japan
where he visited Hiroshima and then came to the
place where the first atomic bomb was tested on
July 16, 1945. Bill arrived in elementary school
and left after seven years, as a high school student.
Collecting contact information for those he
knew during his time at White Sands soon led
to the idea of a reunion back at the range for the
“Kids of WSMR.” The first was held in 1991 and
included events over several days at the range and
in the area. It attracted many who did not know
Bill but who also had a great time living at White
Sands. Bill created an organization to register
WSMR Kids and make sure they could reach out
to each other. It grew quickly and committees
of WSMR Kids made it all possible. Additional
reunions followed in 1995, 1999, 2004, 2010 and
2015.
For more information about the organization,
you can visit the website at: www.wsmrkids.com.
Also, you can contact Bill at: bill@wsmrkids.com.
What follows are three letters written by
WSMR Kids years ago. They have been edited for
clarity and brevity.

childhood memories are from there.
Mr. Brown was the name of the black army
guy who took my ticket at the movie theater. I
loved the ice cream at the Queen Bee and can still
taste those crispy cones. Remember when they
found bones on the baseball field across from
the school? Everyone commented that they had
stumbled over a white stick which stuck out of
the ground for years. When someone finally had
the wherewithal to remove it, it was a leg bone of
some kind. An archeology team from somewhere
showed up and it was a big deal.
Also, if you remember the kids who rode
horses to that very field on several weekends and
sold rides to kids for 10 cents...that was me and the
base scientist’s kids, the Sherburne’s. I also slept
in turned over outhouses at the stables... all night.
I was eight years old! My parents never thought
twice about leaving me there. Yes, we walked everywhere. Zorries (shower shoes – flip flops) were
39 cents at the PX and we wore out 2 pair each,
per year.
I realize you’ve done a bundle on this Bill. I
remember your name because of my brother Ray
and sister, Joyce. They were older, but I experienced the same comfortable sense of community
in my youth as you all did in your teenage years.
You older guys were like gods to us little kids.
And Mr. Hoover ... there goes my heart. I was
in a playground accident that netted me about 60
stitches and paralysis from the waist down for six
weeks. It was the 2nd day of school 1962. Wonderful Mr. Hoover picked me up, bleeding and
semiconscious from being pinned against the new
chain link fence and the old octagon merry-go
round. My thigh was ripped to shreds. My brandnew skirt absolutely soaked in blood and practically ripped from my body. I remember in my
delirium that I was embarrassed that my underwear
was showing.
When I looked down at the wound, fat was
oozing from my thigh, blood was running onto
the ground like water and kids screamed and ran
away. Kids were hollering and I was on my back

Principal Hoover Saved My Life

Bill,
I just read your letter and it brought tears to
my heart. I hadn’t forgotten about all of the things
that you mentioned... I just hadn’t pinned each
one down individually for a very long time. I left
the base when I was 11 years old, but most of my
3
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square shape, his dark eyes,
his dimples, his smile. I had
heard about his paddle, but I
never knew that side of him.
I limped slightly for
a while and my nickname
became Chester (from Gunsmoke). I think that was the
last time I saw Mr. Hoover.
I was probably at the end of
my limp stage. And I guarantee you that no one in my
life showed me the compassion that Mr. Hoover did. I
was just a little kid who got
Students at the White Sands School enjoy recess on the first day of a
lost in the confusion. White
new school year - believed to be 1953. This was before the fence was
Sands Missile Range holds
erected that tore up D’s leg. WSMR photo.
the most innocent and precious memories of my life. You have helped me
and couldn’t feel my legs. I was 10 years old and
tap back into those wonderful days. Thank you
real small for my age. Hoover sprinted across the
so much. 						
playground like an athletic hero, picked me up
Signed “D”
like a baby and started talking to me. I was afraid
he would get bloody. He cradled me, walked to
Motor Scooters and KOMA Radio
the curb, sat down and yelled instructions out to
Hi Bill,
teachers and the upset children and waited until the
Here’s my story. I moved to White Sands
ambulance arrived.
Missile Range early in ‘62 with my mother and
I was sleepy and he kept insisting that I look
dad, who was on his final assignment before retireinto his eyes. He wouldn’t let the ambulance atment. We were transferred there from Germany
tendant take me. I noticed he had his hand pressing against the gash in my leg to stop the bleeding where we had lived for three years. I really didn’t
but I couldn’t feel it. He didn’t put me down until know what to expect when we got there, like all
the other military brats, you move from post to
they put me on a gurney and rolled me into surpost and start all over again trying to fit in and
gery. He was literally soaked in blood and so “in
make new friends. But little did I know, that my
charge.”
time at WSMR, would be the happiest and best
I regret that I may not have thanked him for
years of my teenage life.
that. After we moved, I got on an army bus at the
When we moved in, I started school at the
El Paso Northgate Army sub-station and went to
base,
and started making friends. I had no idea at
White Sands alone. I walked from the depot to
the school and sat in Hoover’s office and cried for the time, some would last a lifetime. Besides the
hours. He put me back on the bus at the end of the normal going to school and learning, I remember
that we had some notebooks with wire binders that
day. I don’t know if my parents ever knew where
were passed around that had the names of all the
I was.
guys and gals that went to school. You got a book,
When I looked Mr. Hoover up when I was in
went through it and wrote what you thought about
High School, he had died the month before and it
broke my heart. I remember his face so well. The
See Going Ridin’, page 5
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someone on their page. There were also pages that
asked for favorite color and food, and all that sort
of thing.
After school, all the guys that had motor
scooters would get together and go riding. We had
a group of about six or eight. Eddie was one of the
guys, Pete, was another. I had a little Harley 125,
Eddie had a fast black Cushman Eagle, Pete had a
Cruisair scooter I believe. Back in those days we
didn’t have to wear helmets, just ride, with your
hair straight back. Fred had the Mustang and Bill

could hear it good so we listened to it all night.
Then came the next school year when we
all went to Las Cruces High School. Some might
have gone somewhere else, but the buses, two or
three, can’t remember, we all used to climb aboard
for our journey over the mountains to Las Cruces. Long ride. In the afternoon, the buses would
sort of race back to the post. Of course, they were
governed to about 55 MPH so no real speeding.
One bus had to pick up and drop off a young man
named Johnny, in Organ, a real nice guy.
I think we all enjoyed riding the buses
because it gave us some time to admire the
view and make plans for the evening. There
was a time in those days when doing a long
walk was a fad. I remember, the seniors
walked from WSMR to school. We left like
at 1 a.m. or so with the Post Chaplain along.
We left the chapel, walked out the gate and
up over the mountain, across the desert to
Las Cruces, arriving at school about 10
a.m. the next morning. We had tired feet
and were sleepy but it was all worth it and I
would do it all over again!!
A lot of us drove to school on special
days. I remember one time, Van Nichols
drove a little Red Model A Ford and we
filled it up and started to Las Cruces, got
half way up the mountain, and had to turn
around and back up the rest of the way. It
was a gravity fed fuel system - didn’t have a fuel
pump. That was an experience.
I really hated it when our time to leave came
up. Dad retired and saying goodbye was very
hard. For those of you that went through the same
times I did, you know what I mean. I went back
to WSMR a few years back, the Queen Bee is
gone, but the base is much the same. I stood on the
mountain pass and went back in time to those wonderful days that we all took for granted. We were
too busy having fun and enjoying our youth. I can
only remember some of the names of the people I
was friends with, you know how time takes a toll
on our memories, but in closing I just want to say

Bill Adler on his Cushman Eagle in 1961. Photo
courtesy of Bill Adler.
had the gold-colored Cushman Eagle.
On Saturday nights, we would all gather at
the teen club and dance and just have a good time.
Sock hop, twist, Rock-N-Roll forever, and by all
means, the ladies choice, slow dance. After that we
either would go for a ride out on the desert, some
would go out the back gate and go to El Paso, to
do whatever.
I remember Van Nichols, his dad was the post
commander, and he would know if there was going
to be a missile firing that night. If there was, we
would all load up and go out on the desert road,
and sit and wait till it fired. That was a big thrill
for us. While we were cruising around, we would
listen to KOMA in Oklahoma City, good ole rockn-roll music. It was the strongest station and we
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that my time with all of you in the 6263 time frame were the best years of
my young life. I will never forget you
or the times we shared. If you were
there, you know what I mean.
God bless, and sta safe,
God Bless AMERICA!!!!
Signed “J”

Squashing Tarantulas

Somewhere along the line Dad
got a job at White Sands Proving
Grounds, New Mexico about 50 miles
from El Paso, and we moved to the
military base and lived on the base until 1965. The desert was never pretty
to me. Sand and scrub brush and HOT.
The mountains were majestic and the
sky a bright blue and cloudless.
Diving and swimming at the Navy’s “Holland Pool” in the
Somewhere in these years,
1950s. The Navy justified its own pool by pointing out that
White Sands Proving Grounds was
they were sailors and needed water training, even out in the
renamed White Sands Missile Range.
desert. WSMR only has one pool now. WSMR photo
(Note: 1958) I don’t know what
Summers were very HOT and as Mimi and
actually changed besides the name. It was still a
I grew older, we went to the Navy Pool every afhot spot for the space dreamers and rocket engiternoon to swim and play. In later years the NCO
neers. Rocket engines were tested and the noise
Club was built and we went to that pool instead.
and power would rock the houses and our trailer
Winters were very cold, dry and filled with
house. Windows would rattle and occasionally
crack and sometimes things would fall off shelves. sandstorms. Sometimes the sandstorms were like
a blizzard. It was hard to breathe. We would
In our early years at WSMR there were only
wear a wet handkerchief over our faces. The sand
150 families and 500 GI’s. It is located in the
blew into everything, literally through the walls of
middle of the desert at the base of Sugar Loaf
homes and buildings. We had to walk to school,
Peak in the Organ Range. The military had created a 6-foot-deep and 6-foot-wide ditch around the probably about a half mile. We would run from
entire facility. In the summer the kids would go to our trailer across the field behind a garage and
the edge and look over and there would always be squat down till the gust went by us, then run to the
snakes on the bottom. They were unable to get out next building. We wore dresses at that time, so our
legs really got blasted unless we squatted into a
of the ditch.
As kids we also dug foxholes under the mes- ball.
A number of times, we visited “Trinity Site”
quite bushes and played cowboys. In retrospect
where the first atomic bomb was tested. We
it is a wonder some one of us didn’t get bit by a
brought home chunks of coke-bottle colored bubspider or tarantula as both were abundant at that
bly glass, which was the residue from the blast. It
time. In fact, one time after a heavy rain, a girl
was called Trinitite.
friend and I were walking on stilts and squashing
Signed “Y”
tarantulas on the asphalt.
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Anniversary Of German V-2 Crash In Juarez Is May 29
By Jim Eckles
Seventy-five years ago, this highly modified
German V-2 rocket, on the right, lifted off around
7:30 p.m. on May 29, 1947 from White Sands
Proving Ground (now the missile range) and
crashed a few minutes later just south of Juarez,
Mexico. Luckily no one was injured and there was
little property damage.
The four-ton vehicle probably struck going more than 2,000 miles per hour. The kinetic
energy released in the that impact created a crater
estimated to be 25-feet deep and 50-feet across
in rocky ground. The V-2 was reduced to nothing but charred shrapnel. Witnesses arriving soon
after impact said there was still smoke in the air,
the nearby bushes were burned and the ground
was still hot. It was very similar to a large asteroid
strike on the earth’s surface.
The rocket was not part of the regular V-2
launches carried out by General Electric for the
Army. Most of those carried scientific payloads
high into the upper atmosphere. In fact, one carrying assorted instruments crashed near Alamogordo
exactly two weeks prior on May 15. It broke apart
before coming down and crashed near where the
New Mexico Space Museum is now located.
The Juarez rocket was part of the Hermes II
Project which had German Paperclip scientists and
engineers trying to build a ramjet propelled vehicle. A ramjet will not operate unless it is already
traveling at high speed. The Germans planned to
use a V-2 as a pusher vehicle to accelerate their
ramjet missile to the appropriate speed. The rocket
at the right was number zero and had much larger
fins than a normal V-2. The wings at the top were
simulating the anticipated ramjet vehicle.
Because the Juarez rocket is not on the list of
General Electric launches, some conspiracy theorists accuse the Army of trying to cover up the fact
that a missile from White Sands landed in Mexico.
These people apparently failed to see the frontpage stories in the El Paso Times the next day with
its photos and information about the incident.
There are quotes from Lt. Col. Harold Turner, the
commander of White Sands, and officials at Fort
Bliss. Everyone was very apologetic.
Some in El Paso thought the crash was “too
close for comfort.” The president of the New
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Mexico Cattle Growers Association called for the
Army to move missile testing to some other location - like the Pacific Ocean. New Mexico Senator
Carl Hatch wrote a letter to the secretary of war
asking that the testing be moved elsewhere.
Most others were not too concerned. The Las
Cruces Sun-News accused El Paso of overreacting
and said there was very little chance of anyone getting hurt in Las Cruces. The Alamogordo Chamber of Commerce chimed in as well, asking Senator Hatch to withdraw his request. The chamber
essentially said, “Who’s afraid?”
The missile range did shut down V-2 launches
for just over a month until they developed a better system of tracking the vehicles in flight. “Sky
Screen” was developed and used until 1949.
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Special Forces - from page 2

“We are excited to continue working alongside you and your team as we expand a collaboration and synergy between our organizations. With
the partners we have here at WSMR and Fort Bliss,
the future of SOF-TEC is very bright,” he said.
“We are extremely pleased with everything
your organization brings to White Sands Missile
Range. I am already impressed with the caliber of
Soldiers getting after the mission.” said WSMR
Commander Brig. Gen. Eric Little.
“To our newest SOF-TEC team mates, you
are joining an incredibly diverse installation that is
home to not just the U.S. Army, but to units from
the U.S. Navy, Air Force, Space Force, NASA,
and numerous other DoD organizations,” Little
said. “There is a reason why so many organizations
gravitate towards our hidden gem that is WSMR,
simply stated it is because we can do things for our
nation that cannot be done anywhere else.”
“SOF-TEC’s activation today solidifies White

Sands Missile Range as a key location for future
SOF training and experimentation. WSMR is
actively engaged with our Army’s modernization
efforts and supports our multi-domain operations.
WSMR is the premier developmental test center in
this regard,” Little said.
Deputy Commanding General – Support 1st
Special Forces Command (Airborne) Brig. Gen.
Derek Neal Lipson offered his sincere thanks to
the WSMR team. He said WSMR is an excellent
choice for SOF-TEC, which allows their units to
practice in realistic terrain.
“SOF-TEC is all about the future. We now
contend with new domains of space and cyber
space. Now and in the future all domains can and
will be tested simultaneously.”
Since October of 2020 SOF-TEC has served
as the base of operations to provide Army Special
Operations Task Forces realistic and challenging
training scenarios from decentralized locations to
replicate geographic dispersion and operational
reach back, as well as enable mission command.

